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ABSTRACT 

The analysis of self and mutual admittances for axial rectangular slots 

in an echelon configuration for a cylinder clad with a radially inhomogeneous 

plasma is presented.    The isolation between E-plane coupled slots for cylinders 

of different radii clad with a typical, low-altitude reentry plasma is compared 

with ground-plane-based calculations for the same plasma conditions. 
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I.     INTRODUCTION 

In a recent paper (Ref.   1) the analysis of self and mutual admittance 

for rectangular slots in an echelon configuration for a plasma-clad ground 

plane was presented together with experimental verification of the self 

admittance and of the isolation computed from the self and mutual admit- 

tances.    For sharp, slender, conical, reentry vehicles, curvature effects 

can be investigated by use of a cylindrical model with the same local radii 

of curvature if scattering from the tip and aft end can be neglected.    For 

a plasma layer that satisfies thin sheath criteria (Ref.   1), the mutual 

admittance is the same as for the bare body, and the self admittance is 

modified by the addition of the plasma surface admittance (Ref. 2). 

R. Fante has recently given an analysis of admittances for a slotted 

cylinder clad witii a thick, radially inhomogeneous plasma layer.    The 

plasma was stratified and the problem solved by use of a transmission 

matrix approach (Ref. 3).    In this paper a coupled radial transmission line 

circuit is presented that describes propagation through a stratified 

cylindrical plasma layer.   An ABCD matrix approach leads readily to 

solution of the coupled transmission line model.    The usefulness of the 

ABCD matrix approach for the uncoupled TE and TM modes in the plane 

wave solution for a stratified plasma slab has been noted by Bein (Ref. 4). 
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II.     SELF AND MUTUAL ADMITTANCE EXPRESSIONS 

For a plasma-clad circular cylinder like that shown in Figure 1, 

where the electron density and collision frequency,   and therefore the 

equivalent dielectric constant, vary only with radius, the self and mutual 

admittances in the dominant mode approximation for axial slots can be 

written as (Ref. 2) 

+« +00 

Y../Y    = ab 
1J     g     Y Sir' .ft 

*7   / £   +S(m.kz)exp{-j[mo>0 + kzz0]}Y(m,kz)dkz   (1) 

-00    m=-oo 

where <j>n * o>   - A ,   zn = z.  -  z. 

and   >J>Dfcn,k )  = z 

sin (mo) /2) 
 3.  

(m<J>a/2)2 

\2 
sin[(kzb/2)+ (TT/2)]     sin[(kzb/2) - (7r/2)j 

(k b/2)+ (TT/2) (k b/2) - (ir/2) 

The quantity   *|>   (m,k ) is, except for a constant factor, the squared modulus z 
of Fourier transform of the assumed dominant mode aperture field, and 

Y(m,k ) is the ratio of Fourier transformed field components at the surface, z 
If the exterior region is free space or a homogeneous dielectric, 

k        #>, 
Y(m,k  ) = 

Kz(m,kz) m <Vo> 
Z ^V k0      jrF(kcr0)     ° 

(2) 

where 

k    = kA - k      and kn =   2ir/\     . 
c        0        z U U 
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Figure 1.   Axial Rectangular Slots on a Plasma-Clad Cylinder 
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in.     COUPLED TRANSMISSION LINE EQUATIONS 

As has been demonstrated for slots in ground planes (Ref.  1), the 

plasma sheath is generally sufficiently lossy that it is possible to approxi- 

mate the electron density profile with a relatively small number of layers. 

For this reason, the approach of slabbing the radially inhomogeneous plasma 

was chosen rather than direct numerical integration of the coupled second- 

order equations for <? (m,k , r) and   K   (m,k , r).   If we assume that the "" z z z z 
plasma has been approximated by N homogeneous layers, as shown in 

Figure 1, within each layer it is possible to write the most general solution 

to Maxwell's equations as a superposition of independent modes TE and TM 

to z.    The boundary conditions, however, couple these modes together. 

Modes of different values of m and k   are readily shown to be orthogonal; 

however, TE and TM modes for the same value of m and k   are coupled 

together.   A convenient representation of the fields for given m and k   in 

terms of coupled transmission lines is shown in Figure 2.   In the TE trans- 

mission line, the current I__ = K   (m,k ,r) satisfies Bessel's differential 
X XU z z 

equatv"»n within each homogeneous region.    For the TM transmission line, 

the voitage V™-, = $ (m,k ,r) is governed by Bessel's differential «,'quation. 
1. Jid Z Z ' 

The voltage and currents for each line can be written in terms of their 

values an infinitesimal distance interior to the r._, interface.   We shall 

designate these values as, for example, V__(r.   ,). 

VT£(r) = Cj(r) •  VTE(r:ml) + jZG^, • S^r) - ^(rj.j) (3a) 

ITE(r)   = +jYG^,E • S2(r).  Vjjlr^) + C2(r) . l^rT^) (3b) 

VTM(r) = C2(r) • V^trr.j) + jZG^M • tyr) • 1^(^,1 (3c) 

ITM(D   = JYGTM. Sl(r)- V^tr.-.jJ + C^r). ^(r'.j) (3d) 

where YGTM and YGTE are defined in Figure 2, ZGTM = (YGTM)"   , 

ZG^E   ■   (YG^r1, and(k^)2=    «*kj - kj. 



TM TRANSMISSION LINE 

LAYER N LAYER 1 

«r 
'YGn,   VT1,(rö)! 

I     I 
j     YTV-Wm'k*'fo> 
I    ^ ^(m,kz,r0) 
t '  » » 

J 
—, i-^vvvV»-i. 

»    !      +   i 
JYGTE   VtEirö)« 
i I     I 

H l—■+• 

TE TRANSMISSION LINE 

Y6TE =Y0   k~ 

I i 

ro 

o . »z(m,kz,/0) 

• i  » 

Ni=k2--^ 
i+lv2   ik\\t\ " [(ki+l)   (kj): 

Figure 2.    Coupled Transmission Line Analog 
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The terms C., C-, S]t and S, go asymptotically into sines and co- 
sines for large radius cylinders and fixed values of m.   In general, they 
are given by 

C!<r> * McVl» N>cr> " Nm*iri"-1> Jm<r>] 'W<^1> <fa> 

C2<" 'K*i'i"-1>   '«•£*> " J>c'i"-1> "m»^'""'^! «4b» 

S2<'> -hX«£.l» Jm*cr> - 'm^'i'-l' Nm<kcr>]/W<rI-l' <"> 

where W{r7 .) = £/(irk r7  .).    The form of expressions 3(a) - 3(d) leads 
X — X v»  X™ X 

naturally to the use of the AB CD matrices to represent each line. 
From the continuity of the tangential part of the total electric and 

magnetic fields, the voltages and currents across the boundary are re- 
lated by 

VTM<*i> " VTM<ri_) <5a> 

mk mk 
vTE<*i>" -nfc Wi> = vTE<r? - rirrf^ W?     <5b> (kc) r. (kc   ) r. 

w^-w»? (5c) 

t mk mk 
Wri> + 7TJT   *TE<rt> = Wl1 + HTTTT ITE(rT) (5d) 

(kc) r. (kc    ) r. 

These equations lead to the equivalent circuit enclosed by dashed lines at the 
interfaces shown in Figure 2. 
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If we express the transmission line and interface equations as a 

single matrix, the formal solution to the coupled transmission line problem 

is simply the ordered product of N AB CD matrices with the index i running 

from N to 1 going from left to right. 

- 

VTM<rN> 
N 

W'N» 
VTE<rN> 
ITE(r*) 

i = 1 

C2<'i' JZGTM * S2 t*\) 0 -JNi-ZOTM' V't» 

JYGTM • V't> Cl«'t» 0 -vvft 
Ni * <V'i> 0 CX1> JZO^-S,«,*) 

jN, • YG^E • S2 <*;> 0 JYCTE ' S2 1$ C2«'t» 

vTM(,J) 

VTE<'0> 

IjE<'0> 

The admittance Y(m,kz) of Eq.  (1) is the ratio ^E^N^TE^N^ witn 

VTM(rN) set equal to zero and the ratios ^^^^^^'Q) and ^E^O^TE^O* 
determined by the free-space wave admittances Y_,M and Y_E> as shown in 

Figure 2. 
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IV.     NUMERICAL RESULTS 

The self and mutual admittance results computed from Eq.  (1) have 

been used to determine the isolation between waveguide excited slots by use 

of the relation 

I i2 I 12 
Y    + Y,, + Y,J     Y    +Y,, -Y,    ' 

Isolation =   -Lß "     , 12'    '   f U ÜL (7) 
4Y Y 

|Y12|    Yg 

For the electron density and collision frequency corresponding to Figure 2 

of Ref.  1, which does not satisfy thin sheath criteria, the effect of radius 

of curvature of the cylinder on the self admittance of the slots was found 

to be negligible.   However, as can be seen in Figure 3, there is a large 

change in the isolation between E-plane coupled slots because of a decrease 

in the magnitude of the mutual admittance.    This increase in isolation is 

0.4 dB larger per unit of k0rQ<|>p, for cylinders of all radii, than that predicted 

on the basis of a thin-sheath model and results from an increased attenuation 

of the creeping wave traveling around the cylinder.    The peaks in isolation 

occurring at the backside correspond to interference between signals 

traveling around different sides of the cylinder. 

Undermost conditions the transmission characteristics of a given 

layer are determined with Eqs. (4a)-(4d).     However, an important feature 

of this model is that different techniques can be used for solving the radial 

transmission line equations within a given layer.   In these calculations, 

for instance, for a highly overdense plasma it was found necessary to 

evaluate C., C2, S., and S, by direct numerical integration of Bessel's 

equation across the layer with appropriate boundary conditions.    This 

procedure avoids the loss of significance introduced by subtraction of large 

numbers when one uses Eqs.  (4a)-(4d) directly. 
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